Dear Participant,

It is your responsibility to book travel and accommodation. To reach Ventotene from Rome, you should take the train to Formia-Gaeta and from there, the ship to Ventotene. You can find the timetable at Laziomar site (https://laziomar.it/en/timetables/formia-ventotene-and-vice-versa). As for accommodation, below you can find some suggestions for cheaper accommodation, but you are welcome to choose otherwise.

Do not hesitate to contact sshe.eccodir@uniroma1.it for further information.

**Isolabella and Smeraldo** ([https://www.hotelisolabella.com/](https://www.hotelisolabella.com/) mailto tonino.santomauro@tiscali.it)
Central and close to the conference venue. **60 Euros** per person per night in a shared room (three people) and **80 Euros** per person per night in a single room, including breakfast and dinner. To book refer to the SSHEE.

**B&B Muraglione** ([info@incantamondo.com](mailto:info@incantamondo.com))
Central and close to the conference venue.

**Camping Cantagallo** (Alfonso 329 196 2374)
Beautiful view. Fifteen minutes walking from the center and conference venue. Shared tents (max 4 people) **25 Euros** per person per night. It is possible to use shared cooking facilities, including BBQ. To book refer to the SSHEE.

**La Vela** ([info@mediterraneaviaggi.com](mailto:info@mediterraneaviaggi.com))
Approximately 30 minutes walking (2 km) from the center and conference venue. Price per person per night: B&B **€ 45,00** (double) or **€ 40,00** (shared with up to 4 people). Possibility to include dinner for **€ 20**. To book refer to the SSHEE and you will have a discount.

**Scuola Vela Ventotene** ([https://scuolavelaventotene.it/](https://scuolavelaventotene.it/))
Approximately 30 minutes walking from the center and conference venue.

Other hotels include Borgo Cacciatori ([https://www.borgocaccioriventotene.com](https://www.borgocaccioriventotene.com)), Calabattaglia ([https://www.calabattaglia.it](https://www.calabattaglia.it)), Agave and Ginestra ([https://www.facebook.com/pierfilippo.t/](https://www.facebook.com/pierfilippo.t/)).

You can also contact info@agenziamareluna.it for an apartment.